
M A L L O R C A      W A L K S

RECOMMENDATIONS AND WARNINGS FOR CLIENTS

- The client declares to comply with the minimum technical, material and physical requirements 
for the good practice of the activity, recognises that the activity carries an inherent risk with the 
possibility of suffering a sport accident and that he should follow the instructions of the guide to 
carry out the activity with security.

- The client will ask the pertinent questions to clarify the doubts and risks inherent to the practice 
of the activity

- The activity may be canceled in the event that the guide determines that the minimum physical, 
material and technical requirements of the client are not met, or when due to reasons unrelated 
to the organisation, the meteorological or transport conditions are not favorable for the proper 
development activity.

- Mallorca Walks has a civil liability insurance policy to deal with personal injuries that could unin-
tentionally occur during the activity

- Mallorca Walks is not responsible for the loss, theft or damage to personal items

- Should be notified in advance to guide: in the case of serious illness, making essential medication, 
recent surgery or if you have any allergies.

- Always bring with you: own medication, backpack, hat, jacket, footwear with good sole, suns-
creen, swimsuit, plenty of water and some food: such as cookies, energy bars, fruit, nuts, ... and 
especially suitable clothing for each tour type.

- During the activity a cold picnic with local products of the land will be organised.

- It is advisable to walk with long or removable pants to avoid scratches on the legs

- You must walk with boots or sneakers that have a sole with good grip and it is not smooth or worn.

- If a client cannot keep pace with the group he/she must return along the same path to avoid pre-
judicing the other group and wait to be picked up at a meeting point.

- Please do not distance yourself from the group to avoid getting lost at the crossings of the trails.

- Do not throw stones, or scream during the trip so as not to scare the animals and leave no traces 
of garbage. We must respect nature.

- Respect the guide’s suggestions: Do not leave the road to take shortcuts, to respect the times 
indicated for the activity, not drinking plenty of alcohol, ...

- It is forbidden to bring dogs or other animals as many trails run through private hunting grounds

- The price includes: guided walk in multi languages, free picnic (cold) and complimentary transfer 
from the meeting point.


